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First issue to find funds for our forestation purpose: EU

The EU's support concerning environmental issues:

1. Water

2. Sustainable energy

The EU is a leading donor to the Iraq humanitarian response, supporting all civilians in need, in line with the humanitarian principles of humanity, impartiality, neutrality, and independence. In 2017, in response to the growing humanitarian needs following the conflict between the Iraqi government and Islamic State, the European Commission allocated €82.5 million in humanitarian aid to Iraq. This brings the total EU humanitarian contribution to the country close to €350 million since 2015. Additional funding is being mobilised in 2018.

The EU continues to deliver lifesaving assistance such as protection, food, healthcare, shelter, water, sanitation and hygiene to people who remain displaced as a consequence of the conflict. This includes seasonal assistance, to help people withstand the harsh temperatures during winter. The EU also supports the resumption of basic public services including healthcare, education, and water supply in areas that have been recently retaken from Islamic State, such as Mosul, western Anbar, and Hawija.
Second issue to find finds for our forestation purpose: other international calls: US, ONU, etc..

Third issue to find funds for our forestation purpose: WERF Project about 300 billions of trees
In this.
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Next steps:

1. Finish Blue Shadow project, with some location and a possible budget.

2. Answer to the calls by international bodies about environment, society, reconstruction in Kurdistan Region.

3. Promote Blue Shadow project for fundraising through a crowdfunding inside the 300 Billions of Trees Werf campaign.
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